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I spent yesterday evening—as I do every Wednesday evening—reviewing nominations for Litigator of the Week.

The weekly contest is an inexact gauge, but taken as a whole, it underscores something persistent and depressing—that first-chair women litigators remain in short supply.

In 2016, we named 71 lawyers Litigators of the Week—but only 8 of them were women. In 2017, it was 12 women and 64 men. In 2018, 18 women and 50 men.

This year to date, it's 17 women and 55 men.

Trust me, it's not because we're biased against selecting women litigators. Rather, it suggests that when it comes to the biggest cases, men are three times more likely than women get the lead roles.


Which is why I’m so impressed with what’s been happening at Latham & Watkins.

Since the beginning of the year, the firm has successfully tried five cases to verdict and been victorious in two fully litigated arbitrations. In six of the seven matters—each one a high-stakes, major commercial dispute—women served as lead or co-lead counsel. And not the same women—different ones first-chaired each case.

“We don’t have two or three stars. It’s a deep bench,” said Michele Johnson, who is global chair of the firm’s litigation and trial department.

Having a woman head the entire 750-lawyer practice group—which before Johnson was led by another woman, Jamie Wine—is one way Latham signals it's serious about giving women litigators the chance to shine.

The firm has “a real focus on promoting women and diverse attorneys, and our culture allows for that,” said Mary Rose Alexander, who co-chairs the firm’s environmental litigation practice. “Everyone has the ability to thrive.”

Alexander tried a case in September, persuading a Colorado jury after a two-week trial to side primarily with the defense in a product liability and warranty suit.

As a successful woman litigator, she said that the “key is to find your own voice, whatever that is and whoever you are, and not try to emulate someone else’s style.”
And at Latham, there are multiple role models. “Tipping points are so important,” agreed partner Sarah Ray. “At Latham, there are not one or two women leading trial teams, but women doing it over and over again.”

Ray and an all-female team of associates scored a jury win in July in the Northern District of California for Oracle Corp..

NetSuite, which was acquired by Oracle in 2016, was sued for breach of contract and fraud by a Canadian firearms and outdoor outfitters online and retail company, represented by plaintiffs giant Stephen Susman of Susman Godfrey.

Ray took over the case in January of 2019, got key expert testimony excluded and convinced the jury (which deliberated for just over an hour) to deliver a complete defense verdict for Oracle.

That Oracle’s entire trial team was women wasn’t a deliberate, gender-based choice, Ray said. “It so happened that the right people were all women.”

But she also acknowledged how essential it is to give more junior women litigators the opportunity to stand up in court and to “find their own style and message.”

Latham partner Tara Elliott scored another trial court win this summer, when she co-led a trial team for Adobe Inc., which was hit with a patent infringement suit by TecSec Inc. in the Eastern District of Virginia.

After adverse summary judgment rulings and facing potential liability of $150 million, Adobe brought in Elliott’s team just months before trial.

Working with Mike Morin, Max Grant and counsel Rachel Weiner Cohen, Elliott—an IP litigator who got her start as a clerk at the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit—prevailed in a six-day jury trial.

The verdict: $1.75 million, or just over 1% of what TecSec sought. But not even those modest damages survived. Elliott and her team convinced the court to vacate the damages, granting their Rule 50(a) motions for judgment as a matter of law.

Another massive win came in August, when partner Jamie Wine racked up a $666 million arbitration award for DXC Technology in a fight with Hewlett Packard Enterprise Company, which was represented by Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher.

Working with partner Abid Qureshi, Wine led a two-week trial before a panel of neutrals over an accounting dispute stemming from the sale of HPE’s former enterprise services business to DXC’s predecessor company.

Latham’s Lilia Vazova co-led another arbitration win, though details of the $50 million-plus fight are confidential.

And Johnson, who in addition to heading the firm’s litigation department has her own full-time practice, came out on top in a federal jury trial in Orange County, California in February on behalf of Puma Biotechnology.

That the case—a securities class action—went to trial at all was a huge vote of confidence in Johnson, considering how seldom such cases are fully litigated and what was at stake. The plaintiffs represented by Robbins Geller Rudman & Dowd, claimed investor losses of $1.1 billion—a staggering sum, considering Puma’s market cap was $1 billion. It was a literal bet-the-company case.

Johnson and her team, which included partners Colleen Smith and Sarah Tomkowiak, didn’t win across the board, but the damages awarded by the jury are likely to total a mere $9 million to $18 million, depending on how many class members submit claims.

“We try to field the best teams matched to each client,” Johnson said. That women played lead roles “wasn’t in any way contrived for these cases.”

Johnson added, “We are really, really focused on being a meritocracy.”
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